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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Sean Haren Racing  
Win Bet - Brighton 14:15 - Strictly Carter @ 7/2  

Early Odds  
Win Bet - Newbury 19:40 - Teodoro @ 5/1  

Value Wins  
Win Bet - Brighton 15:15 - Arzaak @ 7/2  
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


The England/Kane Double Is Now The Favourite  

Bookmakers reported that Germany’s late goal on against Sweden on Saturday cost 
the industry a fortune. It meant the three favourites had won and both teams scored 
in each match. That is the perfect scenario for punters but last night it was a 
different story. Only Uruguay of the four favourites obliged and both Portugal and 
Spain drew their matches as odds-on favourites. The bookies could probably have 
won it all back but we never hear about bookie bonanza results. England and Harry 
Kane won’t be having sleepless nights about betting outcomes but the World Cup 
Winner/Top Goal Scorer DOUBLE is now the favourite at 16/1 with Boylesports.    


There are final matches in Group C and D today and only one of the favourites is 
less than even money. Argentina must beat Nigeria to qualify from Group D but are 
still relying on Iceland not beating Croatia and having a better goal difference. 
Argentina are in disarray on and off the field and Lionel Messi is having a torrid time. 
There is no confidence in the team so Nigeria can force a DRAW and that outcome 
is 16/5 with William Hill. CROATIA have qualified for the last 16 and they can 
confirm winning the group by beating Iceland at 6/5 with Ladbrokes.   


France have qualified from Group C and can win the group by avoiding defeat 
against Denmark. If the match is drawn both nations progress to the next round and 
Australia are out even if they beat Peru in the other match. The winners of Group C 
play the second place team from Group D in the round of the last 16. France are in 
the driving seat and may settle for the DRAW against Denmark that takes them 
through which can be backed at 33/20 with Coral.  All the incentive is with 
AUSTRALIA and they are tipped to beat Peru at 2/1 with Betfair.  


The racing fare is average today but that is only to be expected on the Tuesday after 
Royal Ascot. There is no race at five meetings in Britain and Ireland worth more than 
£10,000 but the 10 furlongs handicap at Beverley looks an interesting contest. The 
footballer ZLATAN is not playing in the World Cup but the horse with the same name 
can win the Beverley race at 11/4 with William Hill. 
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More Trainers To Follow - By High Roller Racing


I have researched the latest results and have come down heavily in favour of 
John Gosden, Nicky Henderson  and Iain Jardine to supply us with winners in 
the next week or so. I think we would all be wise to sit-up and take notice of 
these three very much in form trainers over the coming week or so.


John Gosden had a terrific Royal Ascot courtesy of Stradivarius, Calyx, 
Without Parole and Monarchs Glen but has horses to be interested in in the 
comings days and weeks. Staple grove made an encouraging debut for the 
yard and holds entries in the coming days and is one to be interested in. A 
source of ours near to the heart of the stable tells us that Spanish Aria, Loujain 
and Garrick are all fancied to step up by the yard. Valcartier also could have a 
big chance if returning to form at Salisbury this Wednesday should he be 
declared to participate.


Nicky Henderson is performing at a much higher win percentage than is 
normally the case at this time of year. Nicky has a winning percentage of 38% 
at the moment with over 70% of his horses actually running to form as I write. 
Normally Nicky Henderson does not achieve these percentages but a 
turnaround in approach has obviously been made. I was told years ago that 
Nicky Henderson got his horses better handicapped in the summer but this 
obviously isn’t the case in these current days. Horses being mentioned from a 
yard connection are Ballinure, The Bottom Bar and Monbeg Legend all three of 
which demand our respect this coming week.


Iain Jardine is the most inform trainer as I write with the best stats of all. In the 
next week or so Iain has entries on the Flat and over Jumps. Look carefully for 
them. Something Brewing has a couple of entries and could strike Gold this 
week. Gunnabedum and Alemaratalyoum couldrun well whilst Tor could go 
again at Chester this week after running so well at the last meeting at this 
course. Watch out for Iain as he has his team in form.


High Roller Racing are approximately 23 points in profit so far in June 
with a strike rate of approximately 60% so why not try us? We give a 
maximum of one tip per day and you only pay £10 for winners… it’s FREE 
to join so follow this link below....Derek Trotter says “you know it makes 
sense” 

CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Today I really want to discuss an apprentice jockey that I believe will make into 
a future star.. His name is Mark Crehan. Remember that name I feel this guy 
could be the next William Buick or David Probert. He is from Rathcore in 
Ireland and he first came to my attention when riding a double on the sands at 
Geesala races in county mayo. He is well balanced and has great timing and 
just has a way of getting the best out of a horse. 


Yesterday I had a small interest on 2 horses he rode for Matt Salaman the first 
Molly Jones won after the horse came from nowhere in the final 100 yards and 
flew home at 50/1 the next horse unfortunately came down after taking a false 
step. I think most trainers are just waking up to his talent and the fact that he 
has a 7lb claim that looks incredibly good value. Not so Mick Appleby who has 
already had a winner and a number of placed horses with this lad on board. 


He has 2 rides today and I'm hoping he can land an each way double as well 
as a couple of single bets for us. I really believe this lad has the winning 
mentality and the natural skill and horsemanship to make it all the way to the 
top. 


Today's rides and our suggested bets are…  

3:30 Beverley MAIFALKI 15/2 widely available won over hurdles latest and still 
looks well treated on the flat the danger comes in DETACHMENT at 7/2 a 
reverse forecast is also advised. 


5:00 Beverley EXTRA SOLAR 9/2 widely available this is the easiest race the 
horse has contested for a long time and is very well weighted if returning to 
form running off 58 today this horse was running off 86 at the high of his 
career.I think this represents a great chance for Mark to bag another winner 
today. Both selections should also be covered in an each way double. 


Don\'t forget to keep an eye out for this lad like I say I haven't seen a young 
jockey with this much talent since William Buick came on the seen I think there 
I see something special about this one. 


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00!
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